At Herman Miller, we believe that for people to do their best work, technology should be human-centered, easy to use, and seamlessly integrated throughout the workplace. Logic achieves this by fostering intuitive connections between people and technology. Its simple design blends into any surface and offers a consistent experience across the office landscape. Everything about Logic is exactly as it should be—so natural to use that you’ll almost forget it’s there.

**Designer**
Brian Alexander

**Benefits**
- Provides a consistent experience in any space and on any surface
- Intuitive for specifiers and installers, as well as people who use it
- Intelligently manages cords and connections

**Warranty**
5-year

hermanmiller.com/logic-power-access-solutions
1. **AC Outlets**  
Spaciously placed AC outlets alternate in orientation, accommodating a wide variety of plug styles and charger types. Available in three different sizes and six outlet orientations.

2. **USB outlets**  
Dual USB outlets have enough power to charge two tablets.

3. **Cable Keeper**  
Built-in cable keeper with grommet option and cable pass-through on clamp option makes connections available when needed.

4. **Cable Organizer**  
Under-mounted cable organizer keeps cable clutter out of sight and is accessible above or below the surface.

For the full statement of line, please refer to the price book.